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1. Introduction. We discuss here a model described by Gurtin [3] for age-dependent

populations with diffusion in a bounded set Q of RN.

In this linear theory the age-space structure is studied through the population distri-

bution u(t, a, x) where t is a time, a age (0 < a < A) and x spatial position. The evolution

of u is governed by the equation (balance law):
*A

k(a, a)u(t, a, x) da = 0 (1)
Jo

where /i = /i(t, a, x) is the death-modulus and V Jo k(a, a)u(t, a, x) da is the flux of popu-

lation by spatial diffusion. Here A is the Laplacian and V is the gradient in RN. The reader

is referred to Hoppensteadt [6] for equations of this form, but without diffusion.

We assume that the birth process is given by the birth law:
"A

du du
— + — + nu — A
8t da

u(t, 0, x) = /?(f, a, x)u(t, a, x) da (2)
0

(/? is the birth modulus), that there is no diffusion through the boundary dQ of Q, that is:

d A

k(a, cc)u(t, a, x) doc = 0 (3)
o8*1 Jc

where d/dr] is the normal derivative, and that the initial population is known:

w(0, a, x) = u0(a, x). (4)

A is the maximum life expectancy of the species.

The initial boundary value problem (1)—(4) will be referred to as problem (I), namely

(subscripts indicate partial differentiation):

u, + ua + nu — A

A

k(a, a)u(f, a, x) da = 0, t > 0, 0 < a < A, x e fl,
o

u(0, a, x) = u0(a, x), 0 < a < A, x e fi,

u(t, 0, x) = P(t, a, x)u(t, a, x) da, t > 0, x e Q,
(I)

o

d_

Sri J
k(a, a)u(t, a, x) da = 0, t > 0, 0 < a < A, x e i).

o
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In the particular case when the kernel k is independent of the variable a, the equation

(1) and the boundary condition (3) can be expressed in a simpler form and problem (I)

becomes problem (II), that is:

*A

u, + ua + nu — k{a) A
o

u(t, a, x) da = 0, t > 0, 0 < a < A, x e Q,

u(0, a, x) = u0(a, x), 0 < a < A, x e Q,

u(t, 0, x) = J /?(£, a, x)u(t, a, x) da, t > 0, x e £1,

x) da = 0, t > 0, x e dfl.

(II)

d [A t
~z~ U(t, a,
S>1 Jo

Some results concerning problem (I) are given in di Blasio and Lamberti [1]. The

method emphasized here (initiated in Langlais [8]) is quite different. Under suitable as-

sumptions this method provides existence and uniqueness in problem (II) (which is the

first model derived in [3]), and is helpful for the nonlinear model investigated in Garroni

and Langlais [2], On the other hand, the hypotheses needed to solve problem (II) when /i

is not bounded appear again in the model with nonlinear diffusion studied by Langlais

[9], and we expect them to be useful in the nonlinear diffusion model described in Gurtin

and MacCamy [4, 5] (investigated for constant n by MacCamy [11]). In these two linear

models the solution can become negative in a finite time (see [4, 9]). This paper is a first

step towards nonlinear models.

2. Notation and basic assumptions. T and A are positive and finite real numbers; Q

is a bounded open set of IRN with smooth boundary <3Q. The variables t, a and x lie

respectively in (0, T), (0, A) and fl The set (0, T) x (0, A) is denoted (9 and Q is the

product (9 x Q.
Let n be a real-valued function on Q satisfying:

H is continuous on [0, T~\ x [0, A) x

H(t, a, x) > 0 on Q; (fi)1

Vfi is bounded on Q.

fi is not and will not be assumed to be bounded near a = A (see further remarks).

We suppose that /? is a real-valued function on Q such that:

/} is bounded on Q ;

there exists a contant Cx such that (fi)1

f
A

IP2 + IV012](f, a, x) da < in (0, T) x Q.

The kernel k is a real measurable function defined in (0, A) x (0, A)\ in problem (I) we

shall suppose:

there exists a constant C2 such that for each cp e L2(0, A)\

f I" f k(a, a)<p(a) dot\ da < C\ j (p2(a) da:
Jo LJo J Jo .

(k)1
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for each (p e L2(0, A) we have:

1

k(a, a)(p(a)(p(a) da da > 0.
oJo jc

The first part of (k)1 means that the map:

mA

<p G L2(0, A)- k(a, a)(p(a) da. e L2(0, A)
o

is continuous. The last part of (k)1 is a monotonicity-type condition used in [1],

In the particular case where the kernel k does not depend on a we shall simply need:

k e L2(0, A)\ k(a) >0 in (0, A). (k)2

Now if U is any open set of either R or R2 and if H is any of the Sobolev spaces of

order 1 or 2 H'(ft) and H2(ft), then l3{U, H) is the Hilbert space of measurable and

square integral function v: U —» H (see Lions and Magenes [10]).

3. Statement of results. The first result concerns problem (I), that is the initial

boundary value problem (1H4).

Theorem 1. Let (n, /?, k) satisfy (n)1, (/?)', (k)1 and

An e L°°(0, dn/dt] = 0 in <9 x dft; (n)2

| A012(t, a, x) da < Cx in (0, T) x n, ^ = 0inCx da (0)2
drj

Then given any u0 in L2(0, A; H2(Cl)) such that du0/dtj = 0 in (0, A) x <3fi there exists a

unique u belonging to l}((9; H2(Q), a solution to problem (I) and verifying du/drj = 0 in

(9 x dCl.

It is worth while to notice that the initial boundary conditions (2-4) make sense pro-

vided the solution belongs to L2(C; H2(Q)).

As the solution u lies in l}(<9; H2(Cl)), the properties of k ensure that jo

x) da lies in l3{(9\ H2(Cl)); hence the Neumann boundary condition (3) makes sense and is

fulfilled because u satisfies the homogeneous boundary Neumann condition. Moreover,

from Eq. (1) we deduce that u, + ua + n u belongs to L2(Q). Now take any A0, 0 < A0 <

A, and set (90 = (0, T) x (0, A0), Q0 = &0 x ft; then is bounded on Q0 and u, + ua lies in

L2(6o)- Thus bearing in mind that u is in L2(Q0), initial conditions (2) and (4) make sense.

When the data u0 is not smooth enough or when the conditions (/z)2 and (p)2 are not

fulfilled we can prove the existence and uniqueness of a suitable weak solution. Hence

Theorem 1 can be considered as a regularity theorem. But it is more interesting to view it

as a basic result from which we can derive particular cases.

Let us assume first that:

k(a, a) = h(a)h(a), h e L2(0, A).

This assumption is stronger that (k)1. The Newmann boundary condition (3) becomes:

d CA
— h(a)u(t, a, x) da = 0 in (0, T) x 5ft. (5)
Srj Jo

Condition (k)3 allows us to remove (/i)2 and (/?)2 in Theorem 1.
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Theorem 2. Suppose that (/j)1, (/J)1, (k)3 are satisfied; then given any u0 in L2(0, A;

there exists a unique u in l3(&; a solution to problem (I) and such that:

I
A

2/n T ■ U 2,h(a)u(t, a, x) da e L (0. T; H2(Q)). (6)

We investigate now the particular case when the kernel k is independent of a, that is,

problem (II). Assume first that k lies in C'([0, A~\) and that:

there exists a real constant k0 such that k(a) > k0 > 0 in (0, A) (k)4

If we let u(t, a, x) = k(a)v(t, a, x) in Q, then, at least formally, v is a solution of the

equations:

Kvt + VJ + (M + ka)v - k A k(a)v(t, a, x) da = 0 in Q,

v(0, a, x) = [fc(a)] iu0(a, x) in (0, A) x £1

CA W
v(t, 0, x) = [fe(0)] 1 P(t, a, x)k(a)v(t, a, x) da on (0, T) x Q,

d fA
— k(a)v(t, a, x) da = 0 on (9 x <3Q.
a*l Jo

This boundary-value problem with (k)4 and the problem (I) with (k)3 have the same quali-

tatives properties. We can prove that when (n)1, (ft)1, (k)2 and(k)4 are satisfied for any u0

given in l}(0, A; Hl(Q)) there exists a unique v verifying (6)—see Theorem 2—a solution

to problem (III). From v we get u, a solution to problem (II).

Remark 1. Up to now we did not suppose n to be bounded at a = A (see Ox)1).

Actually if n is rapidly increasing at a = A then any of the solutions whose existence has
been previously established vanishes at a = A. More precisely, the conditions u(t, A,

x) = 0 in (0, T)xQ and the two conditions:

0 < t < A, x e il lim
a~* A »

/i(t, a — t + t, x) dt = +00

(M)3

A < t < T, xeQ lim
a-* A

fj(t — a + a, a, x) da = + oo

are equivalent (see Langhaar [7], [2] and [8]: this property is independent of the diffus-

ion term in (1)).

Unfortunately, we have not been able to solve Problem (II) when (^)3 is fulfilled

(except when (k)4 is true) without additional hypotheses on u, k and u0.

Theorem 3. Let (/i)1, (/J)1, (k)2 be satisfied. Let u0 be in L2((0, A) x Q)and verify jo "o(a>

x) da e Assume either:

there exist two constants Au A2 such that

H2 - Ht - na > Ai/i + A2 on Q\ (i)

H(0, a, x)u0 e L2((0, A) x ft); (ii)
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there exists a constant M such that

"A

f/i2(t, a, x)k2(a) da < M on (0, T) x fi; (iii)

or:

,"A

there exists a constant m such that [i(t, a, x) da < m in (0, T) x fi. (/i)5

Then there exists a unique u in L2(Q) satisfying (6)—/tu e l3(Q) when (/i)4 is true—a

solution to problem (II).

Remark 2. When (fi)3 is satisfied and when k is a constant then (/x)4(iii) is not fulfil-

led ; nevertheless, to conclude we merely apply Theorem 2. More generally, (k)4, (ji)3, and

(n)4(iii), are not consistent, but we have previously dealt with (k)4.

The conditions (p)3 and (/z)4(i) are realized when:

/x(a) = q(A — a)~p, q > 0 and p > 1 or q > 1 and p = 1,

/i(a) = q exp + 1 /A — a, q > 0.

4. Proofs. We first discuss a preliminary result from which Theorem 1 is proved, for

bounded /i, using a fixed-point method. Then we turn to the general case. Theorem 3 is

proved along the same lines, but we shall point out the differences in the first and last

steps. The proof of Theorem 2 is omitted.

Now let u be a solution to problem (I) or problem (II) and set:

u(t, a, x) = ex'v(t, a, x) in Q, X constant;

then v is the solution to problem (I) or problem (II) with /i replaced by n + X. This change

of unknown function will be done throughout this section, for suitable positive values of

X, and v will be simply denoted u.

4-1. Preliminary results. We investigate the folowing initial-boundary value problem:

CA
u, + ua + Xu — A I k(a, a)u(t, a, x) da =f in Q,

u(0, a, x) = u0(a, x) in (0, A) x fi, ^

u(t, 0, x) = b{t, x) in (0, T) x fi,

d_

drj

A

k(a, a)u(t, a, x) da = 0 in (9 x dfi.
o

Here X is a positive constant. In order to get the existence of a solution we introduce the

eigenfunctions of the Neumann problem in fi:

— AWj = VjWj in fi, dwj/dri = 0 in dfi,

wj = 1, Wj ■ vvf dx = 0 j =/= i.
f!
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Expressing the data on the form:

f{t, a, x) = X fj(t, a)Wj(x),

(7)
b(t, x) = £ bj(t)wj(x), u0(a, x) = £ u0J{a)wj(x),

j J

it is appealing to seek as a formal solution to problem (III) the series

u(t, a, x) = £ Uj(t, a)Wj(x).

j

It turns out that for suitable data (f b, u0) this gives a solution.

Theorem 4. Let k satisfy (k)1 and let (f b, u0) be such that:

fe L2(0; H2(Q)), df/dri = 0 in (9 x SCI,

b e L2(0, T; H2{Q)), db/dtj = 0 in (0, T) x 3Q, (8)

m0 e L2(0, T; H2{(1)), dujdr] = 0 in (0, A) x 8Q.

Then there exists a unique solution u in [}{&; H2(Cl)) to problem (IV). Moreover, this

solution satisfies the boundary condition:

du/dt] = 0 on <S x <3Q

and the a priori estimates:

1 j [u2 + | Vu |2] dt da dx <- j [uq + | Vu012] da dx
JQ ^ J(o, X)xfi

1
[,b2 + |Vb|2 dt dx +

(0, T)xfi

[/• u + V/- Vu] dt da dx, (9)

J| Am I2 dt da dx < ( | Au012 da dx
Q 2 J(0, ̂ )x(l

Ii
+ 2 | Ab | da dx + | A/- Au dt da dx. (10)

(0, r)xn

Proof. The existence of a solution is obtained by the method of separation of vari-

ables outlined above. The solution satisfies the estimates (9) and (10).

Now let u1 and u2 be solutions of (IV). The difference u = u1 — u2 is solution of the

same problem (IV) with / = 0, b = 0 and u0 = 0. Multiplying equation (IV)1 by u and

integrating over Q yields:

J(u, + ua)u dt da dx + X u2 dt da dx — A k(a, a.)u(t, a, x) da.- u dt da dx = 0 (11)
o Jq jq Jo

Integrating by parts the last term and using (k)1 we have:

k(a, a)u(t, a, x) da ■ Vu(t, a, x) dt da dxV
Q

(0, r)*n

k(a, a)Vu(t, a, x) • Vu(f, a, x) da da dt dx >0
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u belonging to l}(0; H2(Q)). From equation (IV)1 we get u, + uae L2(Q). We can integrate

by parts the first term in (11); this gives:

(u, + uju dt da dx = ^
q 2 _J(0, A)* n

u2(T, a, x) da dx + u2(t, A, x) dt dx > 0,
: J(o, r)*fl J

because u vanishes on t = 0 and a = 0. It is easy now to prove that u = 0; from (11) we

derive JQ u2(t, a, x) dt da dx < 0.

4.2 Proof of Theorem 1 for bounded //. We assume that n is bounded. Let A be a positive

constant large enough compared with C, (see the hypotheses on /?), with the norms of /i

and A/z in L°°(g) and with the norms of V/i in [Lco(Q)]N. We deal with v = e~x'u still

denoted u.

We want to prove Theorem 1 using a fixed-point method and (IV), (9), (10). Let E be

the Hilbert space:

F = {u e L2(0; H2(0)), du/dt] = 0 in 0 x an}.

Assuming that the hypotheses of theorem 1 (p bounded) are satisfied, for any w in E there

exists a unique u = Sw in E, a solution to

[A
u, + ua + ku — A k(a, a)u(t, a, x) doc = — fiw in Q,

Jo

u(0, a, x) = u0(a, x) in (0, A) x CI,

u(t, 0, x) =

d rA
— k(a, a)u(t, a,
d>1 Jo

fi(t, a, x)w(t, a, x) da in (0, T) x O,

x) da. = 0 in (S x dSl.

Thus we define a map S: E—>E. Its fixed points are the solutions to problem (I) in E.
From (9) and (10) we deduce that S is continuous.

Let w1 (resp. w2) be in E and set u1 = Sw1 (resp. u2 = Sw2). The function u = u1 — u2

is a solution to problem (IV) with:

/ = — /j.w in Q, w = w1 — w2 in Q.

b(t, x) = J fi(t, a, x)w(t, a, x) da in (0, T) x C2, (12)

u0(a, x) = 0 in (0, A) x fi.

Before employing the estimates (9) (10), we need to bound the right-hand side of (9),

(10) when f b and u0 are given by (12).

First, the properties of /?—that is, (/?)', (/f)2—give:

[fc2 + |Vfc|2]dfdx<3C1 I [w2 + |Vw|2] dtdadx,
J(o, T) x n Jq

- (13)

| Ab |2 dt dx < 4Ct [w2 + | Vw |2 + | Aw |2] dt da dx.
(0, T)x« Jq
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Here we used the Holder inequality. The same calculation for n leads to:

f [/• u + V/- Vu] dt da dx<C3 f (u2 + | Vu |2) dt da dx1 '
Jq LJe

(w2 + | Vw |2) dt da dx
Q

1/2

(14)

f A/- Au dt da dx < C4 | Au\2 dt da dx j (w2 + | Vw |2 + | Aw |2) dt da dx
Jq LJc J LJo

1/2

where:

C3 ~ 2\ m\l<°(Q) + IVm\l«>(Q)>

C4 = I A1 Il®(C) I ̂  IL°°(Q) + 2 | V/i |/,®(Q) •

If we substitute (13) and (14) into the estimate (9), using the Schwarz inequality we

obtain

[w2 + | Vw |2] dt da dx < | [w2 + | Vw |2] rff da dx. (16)
Q 2 1'

4 C + C C
\Au\2dtdadx< —   [w2 + | Vw|2 + | Aw|2] dt da dx. (17)

Jq

If we use (13), (14), (10) and the Schwarz inequality we have:

_CA
2 / Jq ^ Jq

Remembering that X was chosen very large compared with (C1( C3, C4), we easily

derive from (16), (17) that there exists a constant K = K(X, C1( C3, C4) that satisfies

0 < K < 1 and such that:

[u2 + | Vu |2 + | Au |2] dt da dx < K
Q

[w2 + | Vw |2 + | Aw |2] dt da dx.
q

But w = w1 — w2 and u = u1 — u2 = Sw1 — Sw2. Therefore we proved that S has a unique

fixed point. Hence for bounded n the problem (1-4) has a unique solution belonging to

the space E.

4.3 Proof of Theorem 1: Existence. In the general case n is not bounded near a = A.

Let A be a positive constant very large compared with Cx and the norms of Vu and Afi in

L°°(g). Once more we deal with e~x'u, still denoted u. There exists a sequence (^„)„ such

that:

fin e L"(e),

I V|i„ |L„,e) + | An„ \Loo(Q) < C5 independent of n, (18)

/z„(f, a, x) = fi(t, a, x) in (0, T) x (0, A — 1/n) x ft.

For each n there exists a unique u„ belonging to E, a solution of the problem (I) with /x

changed into nn + X. But u„ is the solution to problem (IV) with:

t, x) = j i?(t, a,f= in Q, b(t, x) = P(t, a, x)un(t, a, x) da in (0, T) x Q.
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Again we use the estimates (9), (10) and we need some preliminary calculations. It is

obvious that the inequalities (13) are valid with u„ instead of w. Now we have:

/• u„ + V/- Vu„ dt da dx - - nn[u2 + | Vu„ |2] dt da dx - u„ • V/x„ • Vm„ dt da dx.
jq Jq Jq

hence from (18) and Schwarz and Holder inequalities we obtain:

[/• u„ + V/- Vu J dt da dx

^ - J /*„["„ + I Vu„ |2] dt da dx + ~ J [u2 + | Vu„ |2] dt da dx.

Along the same lines we transform JQ A/- Aw„ dt da dx into:

Un • I Au„ |2 dt dadx- [2V/i„ • Aun Vu„ + An„' Au„] dt da dx;
Q JQ

therefore :

A/- Au„ dt da dxI
- n„\Aun\2 dt da dx + C6
Jq Jq

| Au„ |2 dt da dx + C6 I [u2 + | Vu„ |2 + | Au„ |2] dt da dx,
JQ

where C6 is a constant depending only on C5.

Substituting these results in (9) and (10) yields, respectively:

1 3Ct Cs
2 2

+ | Vm0 I2] da dx. (19)
(0, x)xn

+ I Vu„ |2] dt da dx < ^

[A + nj | Au„ |2 dt da dx — C6 j [| un |2 + | Vu„ |2 + | Au„ |2] dt da dx
JQ

1 C
| Au01 da dx. (20)

1
< -~ 2

(0, A) xfl

But A has been chosen large. So from (19) and (20) we can deduce that the sequence (unj is

bounded in the L2(0; H2(Q)) norm. The clue to getting this estimate is that n is non-

negative. This allows us to remove the hypothesis "/x bounded."

Hence there exists u in L}{(9; H2(Cl) and a sub-sequence (unp)p (which we simply denote

(up)) such that:

u„ ► u weakly in L2(C; H2(S1)).

Each up satisfies the homogeneous Neumann boundary condition; it follows that u sa-

tisfies the same homogeneous Neumann boundary condition.
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Now (Au„)„ is bounded in L2(g); from the equation

du„ du fA
+ -^ + Hpup = A I k(a, oc)up(t, oc, x) da in Q, (21)

dt da

we conclude that the sequence (dujdt + dujda + np up) is bounded in the L2(Q)-norm.

For a subsequence still denoted with the p-indices we have:

du dup , ,
if+ li + ~^rh weakly ln L(6)-

But the choice of the sequence (fi„)—see (18)3—ensures that:

e, + af+ "•"» rjt + Ta + ""m sm

that is, in the distributional sense in Q. Thus h = u, + ua + /xu and, letting +00 in

(21), we obtain that u satisfies Eq. (1).

We may notice that weakly in L2((0, T) x fi)) we have:

up(t, 0, x) = J p{t, a, x)u Jt, a, x) da ► [ j8(t, a, x)u{t, a, x) da. (22)
Jo p^00 Jo

Let A0 be such that 0 < A0 < A and define &0 = (0, T) x (0, /40); for n > n(A0) /z„(t, a,

x)= n(t, a, x) in Q0. Hence we have n e n°(Q0) and from Eq. (21) we get (dujdt

+ dup/da)p bounded in L?(Q0). Thus:

u. ► u weakly in lI(Q0),
y p~* 00

dun du. du du r2.n
—2 + —^ »— + — weakly in l3(Q0),
dt da dt da

and by continuity it follows that:

u.(0, a, x) »u(0, a, x) weakly in !?((0, A0) x Q),
^ p~* 00

u„(t, 0, x) ♦ u(t, 0, x) weakly in L2(0, T) x
v p~* 00

From (22) we deduce that u satisfies the initial condition (2)). For each up verifying (4) on

(0, A) x we have:

u(0, a, x) = u0(a, x) in (0, A0) x ft;

this equality being true for any A0 lying in (0, A) is true in the open set (0, A) x ft. So the

initial condition (4) is fulfilled.

We can also derive that /x1/2u belongs to L2((P; H2(Q)).

4.4 Proof of Theorem 1: Uniqueness. Let X be large enough with respect to Ct; we

perform the change of unknown function u(t, a, x) = e*'v(t, a, x) and we deal with v which

we simply denote u.

Let u be in l3(&; H2(Cl)\ a solution to problem (I), and satisfy the homogeneous

Neumann condition on (9 x 5ft, and let u(0, a, x) = 0 in (0, A) x ft.
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For any A0 such that 0 < A0 < A we let g0 = (0, T) x (0, A0) x Q. Multiplying Eq. (1)

by u and integrating over Q0 yields:

(iu, + ua + nu + Am)u dt da dx
Go

-IK k{a, a)u(t, a, x) dct^u dt da dx = 0. (23)

We already know that u, + ua lie in l3(Q0) because n e L?(Q0)- So we can integrate by

parts the first term in the left-hand side of (23); we obtain, using (2) and u(0, a, x) = 0:

u2(T, a, x) da dx + -
J( o, /t0) x a 2

u (t, A0, x) dt dx
(0, /i0)xn

+ (A + n)u2 dt da dx — ̂ J j (} ■ u da \ dt dx.
Go ^ J(0> r) x n |_J0 J

Moreover, we can integrate by parts the second integral in the left-hand side of (23). These

two calculations lead to the estimate:

u2(t, a, x) dt da dx
Go

A

+

(0, r)xn

k(a, oc)u(t, a, x) da-V u(t, a, x) da dt dx
fAo 1

u(t, a, x) da

° 4f [fz J(0, T)xCl LJo
[hi da dt dx.

So if we let A0—> A, using the properties of the kernel k we get

u2 dt da dx <-
q 2 (0, T)x£l

'A "12

[}u da
o J

dt dx.

From the condition (j?)1 we derive:

^j j" u2 dt da dx < 0 and u = 0 in Q.

4.5 Sketch of the proof of Theorem 3. We must modify the first step, because (9), (10)

are not necessarily fulfilled when we change (k)1 into (k)2.

When (k)2 is satisfied the analogue to problem (IV) is:

CA
u, + ua + )m — k(a) A I u(t, a, x) da =f in Q,

u(0. a, x) = u0(a, x) in (0, A) x Q, ^

u(t, 0, x) = b(t, x) in (0, T) x Q,

d_

drj
J u(t, a,x) da = 0 in 0 x dSl.
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Let Qt = (0, T) x ft. Assuming:

fe L2(Q), u0 e L2((0, A) x CI),

A

u0(a, x) da e Hl(Cl), b e L2((0, /I) x (D)),
0

then any u in L2(Q) verifying (6), that is:

(24)

Iu(t, a, x) da = P(t, x) e L2(0, T; H2(fi)), (6)
A

«, UU — i V, A, C /2™ »2'(

Jo

and a solution to problem (V) is such that:

= a,P, — K AF + AP = f(t, a, x) da + b(t, x) — w(l, X, x) in QT,

P{0, x) = u0(a, x) da = PoW in ft, (VI)

dP/dy = 0 in (0, T) x dCl,

where we have used k = Jo Ka) da. This is obtained by integrating Eq.(V)1 with respect to

the variable a. The hypotheses on (/, b, u0) and (u, P) are consistent. Now u is the solution

to:

u(0, a, x) = u0(a, x) in (0, A) x Q,

u(t, 0, x) = b(t, x) in (0, T) x ft, (VII)

u, + ua + 2m = k(a) AP +f in Q.

If u belongs to 13(0) and satisfies (6) and if (/, b, u0) satisfies (24), a priori bounds can

be derived from Eq. (VI) and (VII).

For the parabolic equation (VI) we have:

uWP(T, x) | dx +
Qt

A|VP|2 + K\AP|2] dt dx

dx + f(t, a, x) da + b — u(t, A, x)
JQt

As for the first-order equation (VII), integrating by parts yields:

[-A P~\dtdx. (25)

u2(t, A, x) dt dx + X
Q

u2 dt da dx <
Q

[/— k(a) AP]u dt da dx
Q

1
+ 2 b2(t, x) dt dx + ^

qt 2
«o da dx. (26)

(0, A)xii

Employing the method of separation of variables and (25), (26) we prove for problem

(V) the analogue to Theorem 4. Via a fixed-point method we get Theorem 3 for bounded

H. It suffices to use a suitable linear combination of (25) and (26).
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Now we want to turn to the general case, namely, the case when n is not bounded, /i

can be approximated by a sequence (n„)„ satisfying (18); for each integer there is a unique

un in I?(<2) verifying (6) and solution to problem (II); that is, u„ and P„(t, x) = Jo "(*> x)

da are solutions to (VI) and (VII) with:

/=-/*„"„ in £>, b =
A

pu„ da in (0, T) x Q. (27)
o

From (26) we can get an estimate on (^„1/2 • u„)„ in L2(Q) but not on the term

—Jo n„' u„ da that appears on the right-hand side of (25) when/is given by (27). However,

when the condition (p)5 is satisfied we have:

A

■un da
o

\ 1/2

Mi'2 Un21 M„ I da < m1'2 ■ I I n„ u2 da I .
o /

This is enough to obtain that (u„) and (/i„1/2 • u„) (resp. P„) are bounded in l}(Q)

(resp. I?(0, T; H2(Q))) and to prove Theorem 3 by letting n—> oo.

When (n)5 is not fulfilled we shall derive from (/i)4 that (jin u„) is bounded in the

L2(Q)-norm. If we multiply Eq. (VII) that u„ satisfies by n2 u„ and if we integrate over Q we

obtain:

2 . t 2 J* J j

WT + Wn - -fo - ~fa k "n dt da dx

M //2(0, a, x)ug(a, x) da dx + ^
^ J(0, A) x(! L ^ .

Unit, 0, X)
Qt

A

fiu„ da
0

2

dx

I- ln„k APJ • [ju„ u„] dt da dx.

We can choose the sequence (/i„) so that each fin satisfies (p) uniformly with respect to n.

Thus:

{X + I,)

< C7 + Cs

/i2 u2 dt da dx + l2
Q

H„ u2 dt da dx
Q

u2 dt da dx + M1/2 ■
Q Qt

IAPn |2 dxj /z2 m2 df da dx J (28)

where C7 and C8 are independent of n. From (28), (25) and (26) are satisfied byu„ and Pn

when (/, b) is given by (27) and the inequality

•A

Un un da

■A \ 1/2

H2n u2n da J .<A1121

We derive that if X has been chosen large enough:

| APn |2 dt dx < C9 independent of n.[u2 + n2 u2] dt da dx +
Q

So letting n—* oo we conclude.

Qt
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Remark 3. An alternative method is to approximate the kernel k in such a way that

the condition (k)4 is satisfied (see Sec. 3).
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